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HELIKON-TEX®
Helikon-Tex® was established in Poland in 1983. During our first 
decade, our business activity was primarily focused on the sale of 
military surplus equipment. In order to better serve the demands 
of current and potential customers, we started our own military/
paramilitary and outdoor clothing production in 1999. Our prod-
ucts are proof that the decision was right, which is why we are 
proud to offer you a wide range of uniforms, tactical clothing, 
backpacks and equipment that have gained special recognition 
among soldiers, policemen, law enforcement officers, and survival 
and outdoor enthusiasts all over the world.
At Helikon-Tex® we strive to deliver cutting edge designs by 
matching our enthusiasm for perfection with demanding ex-
pectations.

You’re welcome to join us on our journey to perfection.
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MACIEJ STEBEL
Maciej Stebel who works as a Sheriff in the USA is a personification 
of the #JourneyToPerfection slogan. After his first visit to the Unit-
ed States of America he immediately fell in love with the country 
and decided to settle down there and start a family. His career 
started as a volunteer fireman and he has completed school for 
EMT medics and he is currently EMT-Advanced. His determina-
tion led in 2016 to him achieving his goal of becoming a Deputy 
Sheriff in Douglas county in Nevada. Besides that, his passions are 
off road, shooting and photography. He runs a well-known blog, 
Szeryf w USA (szeryfwusa.com - Sheriff in the USA). Maciej Stebel 
is now a Helikon-Tex ambassador for the Urban line. 
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MARCIN "TAŚTAŚ" TAUSIEWICZ
50,000; this is how many rounds the Ambassador for the Helikon-
Tex Range Line shoots during one competition season. "TaśTaś", 
because this is what his shooting colleagues call him, is a multiple 
Polish Champion in IPSC pistol - Production class. After moving to 
the Open class, he did not slow down and with the BUL Armory 
pistol in his hands won another two Polish Championship titles, 
and also added further wins in the IPSC Slovakia Championship 
2018/2019. With the yellow chameleon on his shirt, he also won 
the Polish IPSC Championship in the Open class. His hegemony 
in Central Europe has been going on since 2012. He shares his 
knowledge of sport shooting within the Daniel Defense Academy. 
He has been accompanied by Helikon-Tex equipment from the 
Range Line for years, and as he says, his #JourneyToPerfection is 
still going on.
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MARCIN JĘDRZEJCZAK
Shooting equipment designer and Helikon-Tex Range Line Am-
bassador, Marcin is a  weapons expert with twenty years of ex-
perience in the industry. He now passes on his knowledge as 
a Streetsmart Instructor in his own shooting and self-defense 
school. He teaches that good results at the shooting range are just 
the beginning of the road in the use of a weapon in a self-defense 
scenario, and only training and simulation of real threats will help 
defend yourself and your family like the #JourneyToPerfection 
slogan states. By designing Helikon-Tex equipment for shooters, 
he creates solutions that he later uses. He is most proud of the 
development of Training Mini Rig,  a modern system for carrying 
ammunition and tools for shooting training. He focuses on func-
tionality, durability, and comfort, and the tenet that equipment 
that comes out of his hand must also look good. 
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DAVE CANTERBURY
One of the most recognized survival and bushcraft experts in the 
world, Dave served in the US Army, and as a commercial fisherman, 
a Hunting Guide, and he has even worked on a reptile farm! For 
much of his life, he has gathered experience on how to survive in 
the harshest of environments. Founder of The Pathfinder School 
that has its base in the USA, in the Ohio region, he also conducts 
training all over the world. He passes on his knowledge via his 
Youtube channel - “David Canterbury” - one of the largest in its 
category. Author of NY Times Bestselling books like “Bushcraft 
101: A Field Guide to the Art of Wilderness Survival”, he also had 
an opportunity to be apart of a National Geographic Channel 
show called Dirty Rotten Survival. Dave constantly trains and de-
velops his skills and during work and play he uses gear from the 
Helikon-Tex Bushcraft line. Like Helikon-Tex, he is driven by the 
#JourneyToPerfection rule. 
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PAWEŁ "SUPER" SUPERNAT
Bushcraft line ambassador and outdoor equipment designer 
at the same time, “Super” has been engaged in the outdoor 
community and survival training community from his youth.  
His #JourneyToPerfection began with acting and training as a 
scouting instructor. He served in the elite Polish 1st Commando 
Regiment, gaining experience that he now passes to hundreds 
of people every year. In 2010, he founded SurvivalTech, a leading 
brand in the Polish survival training market. Since 2015 he has 
been involved in the development of the Helikon-Tex Bushcraft 
Line. In his free time he likes to wander in wilderness, and he ad-
mits that it is when he comes into contact with wildlife that the 
best ideas for new outdoor equipment come to his mind. He is 
also involved in charity campaigns, including that to benefit the 
Children's Hospice in Częstochowa.
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NAVAL
“In life, you have that which you dare to get” - says Naval who 
served for 14 years in GROM, a Polish elite special forces unit that is 
on the same level as US Navy SEALs or the UK SAS. Naval dared to 
take the long, hard road from being a locksmith-welder, through 
serving in the Polish Military Forces and ending up as an elite oper-
ator that has been a part of many combat missions in Iraq and Af-
ganistan. For his achievements, he has been decorated with many 
military decorations, among them the Golden Badge of GROM, 
the biggest honor that can be bestowed upon a soldier of that 
unit. After he left the army he became an author of popular books 
like “Camp Pozzi. GROM in Iraq” or “Extreme. Training Guide”. Video 
game fans know him for being one of the models for a character 
of a soldier of GROM in the Medal of Honor: Warfighter. Naval still 
keeps his form and is very active, taking part in extreme running 
events, performing advisory functions on safety matters, along 
with supporting charity campaigns and veterans. His whole life 
is a constant implementation of the motto #journeytoperfection. 
Naval has become the Helikon-Tex ambassador for the Patrol line.
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ŁUKASZ TULEJ
He rode on his bike across the desert in Jordan and rode on a 
horse across the mountains of Mongolia. “I travel and every next 
expedition always perfects me in the art of survival For me the 
outdoors is something more than a passion - it’s a way of life” says 
Łukasz who daily makes the #JourneyToPerfection motto a reality.
He uses survival and contact with nature as a tool of personal 
and social growth, and gear from Helikon-tex helps him in this. 
He is the founder of the "Sobrevivencia con Machiguenga" sur-
vival school in Peru where he teaches how to survive in Selve. 
He says that the recognition from the Mongol Rangers, Jordan 
bedouin and Peru Machiguenga with who he has trained is the 
highest honor and a sign that he has chosen the right path in 
life. He invites you to join him in his adventures, adults, kids, and 
even whole families. He appears in a series of the TV show called 
“Natural Poland” and “Survival Family” on Planete+. Lukasz Tulej 
has become an ambassador for the Outback line. 
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TROLLSKY
Custom knife maker. An enthusiast of whiskey, watches, HEMI 
engines, firearms and clothing which do not restrict movement 
at work and in daily life, and sometimes he isn’t quite politically 
correct! Trollsky, or Michał Sielicki, lives by his own set of rules. At 
medieval re-enactment gatherings he noticed that it was diffi-
cult to find a well-made knife. He began to forge the knives he 
needed and in a few years he gained recognition and not just 
from armourers. He quit his job in the IT department of a large, 
international company because, as he says, he was tired of scrub-
bing floors at the corporation. The morning after his thirty-fifth 
birthday, he said to his wife “Honey, I quit my job and now we will 
start living off making knives”. The wife only replied, “Well. finally!” 
He took a chance and became one of the most recognized and 
respected knife makers in the world. Many people consider his 
hand-made knives to be works of art, although he admits that 
he simply provides work tools for people on all continents who 
need cold steel forged in flaming fire. He took part in the "Forged 
in Fire" program on American History Channel television, in which 
the best smiths of the world competed. He has also presented 
his knives at the Blade Show in Atlanta. Trollsky has become the 
ambassador of the Helikon-Tex Morale line because his life is a 
constant #JourneyToPerfection, which he follows without com-
promise.
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Urban Line is our take on both the 
challenges and routines of a modern 
world – merging tactical, sporting 
and EDC (every day carry) elements 
into one.  Pants, daypacks, light casual 
garments – they are all oriented to give 
you sharp looks and enough space to 
hold all your daily stuff. ”Low Profile” is 
a rule we follow with our new Urban 
Line designs.
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           COVERT TACTICAL PANTS JEANS®
DESIGN:
Covert Tactical Pants® is a very successful product. This is our 
first casual pants without thigh pockets and military look. Today 
we propose another version of them - made out of jeans. CTP 
Jeans are discreet and inconspicuous but also they are extremely 
functional. All tactical elements have been carefully concealed. 
Four pockets are sewn inside the trousers (two on the front, two 
on the side). Six pockets are located on the outside. They have a 
completely new pocket arrangement, invented to carry everyday 
items comfortably. The wide belt loops will fit a belt with a holster 
attached. The combination of the right style and flexible mate-
rial ensures full freedom of movement. Also, the legs have been 
slightly narrowed to maintain the sporty form. You look casual, 
but yet you have everything with you.

SP-CTP-DD
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           GREYMAN SHIRT
DESIGN:
A Greyman, as the name implies, is a person that can easily blend 
into the crowd. The perfect operator should be considered a 
greyman, being able to avoid detection even when surrounded 
by other people. Properly chosen clothing can make this easier, 
and our Greyman shirt is just the thing. The Plaid pattern pro-
vides not only elegance, but also a low profile look, a necessity 
during covert urban operations. A classic look with buttoned chest 
pockets, buttoned front and as well as buttoned sleeves will help 
you blend into the crowd whenever you need. For your essential 
EDC items the shirt has a hidden, internal zippered pocket, and 
another hidden, yet useful feature is a swatch of special cloth for 
cleaning glasses which is integrated into one of the shirt's sides. 
All of these make the Greyman Shirt a perfect choice either for 
covert operations or for everyday, civilian use.

KO-GMN-PN
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           COVERT M-65 JACKET®
DESIGN:
The M65 jacket is and instantly recognizable and iconic garment! 
Born in the Vietnam War era, it soon became a cult classic. Even 
though it is a great jacket though, it is now a little bit dated. This 
is why we've redesigned it a little bit, to create a great urban 
jacket. Made of durable DuraCanvas® fabric it will protect you 
against light rain and wind, keeping you warm in colder days. 
The front is closed with a heavy duty zipper and wind flap with 
large, canadian style buttons. Numerous pockets will hold all your 
gear, and what is even cooler, one of the internal pockets can be 
unfastened from the jacket and used as an improvised, small waist 
bag. With reinforcements on the key areas, a collar-stowed hood 
and military look this jacket is a truly versatile everyday garment.

KU-C65-DC
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           COVERT CONCEALED CARRY SHIRT
DESIGN:
There is probably no more low profile type of clothing than a 
classic shirt combined with the denim pants, and our Covert Con-
cealed Carry Shirt is just the garment you need. Made of light-
weight fabric in a classic plaid pattern it will help you blend in 
during any urban operation. Two classic chest pockets and one 
zippered pocket will hold all your essentials, but what makes this 
shirt truly unique is the fastening system. At first the shirt looks 
like any buttoned shirt, but when needed, a single strong pull 
reveals that the shirt is fastened with snap buttons, giving you 
instant access to your weapon, magazines, baton or anything else 
carried under the shirt.

KO-CCC-CB
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           COVERT CONCEALED CARRY SHORT SLEEVE SHIRT

DESIGN:
During urban operations on hot summer days, it is important to 
look good, whilst keeping a low profile but still feeling comfort-
able. Our Covert Concealed Carry Short Short Sleeve Shirt fulfills 
all these tasks. Made of lightweight, breathable fabric in a classic 
plaid pattern, this shirt will hold all your essentials in two classic 
chest pockets or one additional, concealed zippered pocket. What 
makes this shirt truly unique though is the fastening system, as 
at first it looks like any buttoned shirt. When needed though just 
one strong pull reveals that the shirt is fastened with snap buttons, 
giving you instant access to your weapon, magazines, baton or 
anything else carried under the shirt. 

KO-CCS-CB
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           TRIP SHIRT NYLON BLEND
DESIGN:
As the name implies, our Trip Shirt is a great choice every time 
you leave home. No matter if this is a trek or business trip, it will 
be just perfect as this lightweight, breathable, buttoned shirt is 
made of a nylon blend in a popular plaid pattern. Two zippered 
chest pockets will hold all your essentials like passport, car keys, 
and smaller items, on the sides there are two pleated pockets for 
additional small items, and additionally, on the right side there 
is a special loop for sunglasses. The collar with additional pleat 
can be easily transformed into a stand-up version to protect your 
neck against the sun, and rollable sleeves and mesh in the armpits 
make this shirt a truly versatile choice for your travels.

KO-TRI-NB
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           TRIP SHIRT POLYESTER
DESIGN:
When traveling into warm climates, proper clothing is essential. 
Our polyester version of the Trip Shirt is a great choice as it is 
highly breathable and moisture wicking, so it can be your best 
friend when the temperature starts to climb. Two zippered chest 
pockets, a front loop for shades and two pleated pockets on the 
sides will securely hold all your essentials. Rollable sleeves and 
mesh in the armpits will provide comfort even on the hottest of 
days, and the classic collar can be easily transformed into a stand-
up version to protect your neck against sunburn, so with this shirt 
every trip will be a comfortable and successful one.

KO-TRI-PS
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           ENLARGED URBAN TRAINING BAG
DESIGN:
Urban Training Bag was created as a large, soft bag for a gym, 
it turned out to be a perfect travel bag. We soon noticed that 
it could be a little bit too small and too soft for longer trips. We 
decided to create the Enlarged Urban Training Bag. It has a large 
zippered main compartment, two zippered pockets on the short-
er sides, and one flat zippered pocket on longer side. The bag is 
equipped with comfortable, padded shoulder strap, as well as 
webbing carrying handles. On the sides there are two shorter 
drag handles that can come in handy when you need to take 
the bag out of the car's trunk. The bag can be folded to one of 
its side pockets that assist in storage of it. 

TB-UTE-CD
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           EDC COMPACT SHOULDER BAG
DESIGN:
In an urban environment it is important to be able to carry as 
much equipment as possible, but at the same time keep the pro-
file of your gear low. Our EDC Compact Shoulder Bag is a great 
example of this type of gear. Made of Cordura® 500D, this small 
bag will easily swallow most of your every-day items like keys, 
notepad, wallet and a full size pistol. The VIS-compatible interior 
will also allow you to mount numerous inserts from our range. Or-
ganizer in the front zippered pocket will hold small items in place. 
Additionally, on the back, there is a flat, hook & loop closed pocket. 
The bag is equipped with 25mm wide adjustable shoulder strap.

TB-ECS-CD
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           URBAN TACTICAL SHORTS® FLEX 11" | 8,5''

DESIGN:
Our Urban Tactical FLEX Pants in short version, perfect for hot days. 
Most important thing is that the pants have all the features of their 
standard version, that allows you to carry your basic equipment.
Properly planned pocket pattern allow you to distribute the 
weight in your center part - around the hips and belt. The edges 
of the front pockets are reinforced to work better with knife clips. 
Two front, hook&loop closed pockets will fit smartphone, AR/AK 
magazine. On thighs there are zippered cargo pockets for larger 
items.
For enhanced freedom of movement, on back and in the crotch 
area there are VersaStretch® gussets. Available in 8,5” and 11” in-
seam length

SP-UFK-NR | SP-UFS-NR
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           URBAN TACTICAL SHORTS® JEANS 11"

DESIGN:
On super-hot days, sometimes tactical functionality is just as im-
portant as comfort or a low profile look, and our Urban Tactical 
Shorts Jeans guarantee you this. Based on our standard, jeans 
version of the Urban Tactical Pants®, they not only provide comfort 
on hot days, but will also hold your equipment, focusing it around 
the hip line. The shorts have numerous pockets, including two 
classic pockets with reinforced edges, two smaller front pockets 
closed with hook & loop, two zippered cargo pockets, and spa-
cious back pockets. The versatility of the pants really comes to 
light given that the pocket will hold not only EDC items like your 
wallet or cell phone, but also an AR magazine. Large beltloops 
will easily accomodate even wide belts, and the “jeans neck” will 
stop the pants from riding down, making them a perfect choice 
during dynamic operations.

SP-UTK-DD
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           COVERT TACTICAL HOODIE®
DESIGN:
COVERT TACTICAL HOODIE® is a lightweight, full zip hooded jack-
et, and it is also the most low profile hoodie in our line. Simple, low 
profile cut, elastic fabric and carefully selected colors make this 
jacket perfect for any urban operation. Two classic front pockets 
will accommodate all your essentials to which you need quick and 
easy access, but can also work as a hand warmer pockets on cold 
days; additionally inside these pockets there are smaller, hidden 
pockets closed with a zipper. Two inner mesh pockets will fit your 
wallet or documents, preventing them from being stolen or lost, 
and zippered pockets on the shoulders are closed with concealed 
zippers that are almost invisible from a distance.

BL-CHF-SF
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           URBAN TACTICAL HOODIE®
DESIGN:
URBAN TACTICAL HOODIE® is a lightweight, full zip hoodie jacket. 
Simple, low profile cut and elastic fabric make this jacket perfect 
for any urban operations. Two classic front pockets will accommo-
date all your essentials to which you need quick and easy access, 
but can also work as a hand warmer pockets in cold days. Addi-
tionally inside those pockets there are smaller, hidden pockets 
closed with a zipper. Two inner mesh pockets will fit your wallet 
or documents, preventing them from being stolen or lost. Zip-
pered pockets on shoulders are closed with concealed zippers, 
almost invisible from a distance. On biceps there are large loop 
panels for personalization. Additional loop panel is on the back 
of adjustable hood.

BL-UHF-PO
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GREYMAN TACTICAL JEANS®
The Greyman Jeans are a combination of the tactical features and low profile look. Crotch gusset gives ease 
of movement and higher durability. Belt is elastic and fastened by hook&loop to allow adjustment. Belt 
loops would take up to 50 mm wide belt. Nine pockets: two main classic pockets on front, two smaller front 
pockets, four back and one inside the front right pocket.

GREYMAN TACTICAL JEANS SLIM®
Our popular Greyman Tactical Jeans made in slim version. These pants have all the features of the standard 
version. Crotch gusset gives ease of movement and higher durability. Belt is elastic and fastened by hook&loop 
to allow adjustment. Belt loops would take up to 50 mm wide belt. Nine pockets: two main classic pockets 
on front, two smaller front pockets, four back and one inside the front right pocket.

GREYMAN TACTICAL PANTS®
The Greyman Tactical Pants are a combination of the tactical features and low profile look. Crotch gusset 
gives ease of movement and higher durability. Integral belt is elastic and fastened by hook&loop to allow 
adjustment. Belt loops would take up to 50 mm wide belt. Nine pockets: two main classic pockets on front, 
two smaller front pockets, four back and one inside the front right pocket.

URBAN TACTICAL PANTS®
The ideal combination of modern looks with tactical functionality, these pants come in several different fabric 
types to help you and the right balance of comfort, rugged durability, and mission efficiency. Designed with 
standard gear pockets and large, at cargo pockets, completed with heavy-duty YKK zippers, these pants can 
secure carry essentials like a smartphone, AR mag, or knife clip without wear or tear. The two hidden inner 
pockets are also ideal for storing pistol magazines or a baton without changing the discrete, low-profile design. 

SP-GTJ-DD

SP-GJS-DM

SP-GTP-DC

SP-UTL-PR

URBAN LINE
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WOMEN'S UTP®
Every woman knows that they have curves and shapes that men won’t understand, especially when it 
comes to finding pants that t. That’s why we designed UTP® pants to suit a woman’s particular needs, while 
still providing the breathable, heavy-duty fabric to keep them comfortable and all the same pockets they 
need for quick access. Whether you’re a law enforcement officer or just focused on being tactical, we’ve 
got you covered. 

COUGAR QSA™+ HID™JACKET®
A civilian-style softshell jacket that blends into the crowd easily, but with quick-reveal ID panels for rapid 
mission identification, the COUGAR JACKET® provides a comfort look with the tactical efficiency you need 
to stay ahead of changing conditions. Designed with advanced functionality, you can easily hide the panels 
away in zippered pockets or via hook-and-loop tapes. Widely regarded as the most important feature, the 
quick-side access zippers let you draw a sidearm in seconds for faster target acquisition or defense, making 
it ideal for concealed carry or daily responsiveness.

URBAN HYBRID SOFTSHELL JACKET®
A trendy, outdoor outer garment that combines style and functionality in a unique way, the Urban Hybrid 
Softshell Jacket® is lightweight and comfortable but also provides better protection against rough elements 
or environments. That’s because it uses a combination of three unique fabric types, including a lightweight, 
breathable softshell for wind and rain, as well as an inner eece layer to provide much-needed warmth. The 
versatile pockets also allow you to organize and carry gear with you comfortably, making it ideal for both 
EDC gear or in addition to your BOB.

URBAN TACTICAL SHORTS® 8,5"
Offering the same tactical versatility as our Urban Tactical Pants®, these shorts are ideal for staying cool in 
hot weather, be it on mission or at the range. The ideal combination of functionality, modern style, and 
tactical convenience, they’re woven with a poly/cotton rip-stop fabric and come in two different lengths to 
give you improved comfort all summer long. The multiple large and at utility pockets with heavy-duty YKK 
zippers and front pockets with a flap cover let you carry all types of everyday or mission-related essentials, 
such as pistol or AR-style magazines, knives, keys, or a smartphone. 

URBAN TACTICAL PANTS FLEX®
True tactical pants should be comfortable, functional, and provide just the right of amount of stretch where 
you can bend, ex, and move without sacrificing durability. That’s why these versatile pants are the solution 
to all your needs. Complete with VersaStretch® panels and an accessible pocket pattern, they’ll be ready for 
every urban or outdoor adventure. 

SP-UTW-PR

SP-UTS-PR

KU-UHS-NL

KU-CGR-SM

SP-UTF-NR
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URBAN TACTICAL HOODIE LITE®
Urban Tactical Hoodie Lite® is a lightweight, full zip hoodie jacket. Simple, low profile cut and elastic fabric 
make this jacket perfect for any urban operations. Two classic front pockets will accommodate all your 
essentials to which you need quick and easy access, but can also work as a hand warmer pockets in cold 
days. Additionally in the right pocket there is a hidden inner pocket closed with a zipper. Two inner mesh 
pockets will fit your wallet or documents, preventing them from being stolen or lost. On left shoulder there 
is one more hidden pocket with the zipper specially concealed in one of the stitchings.

HUSKY TACTICAL WINTER JACKET®
The Husky is a winter tactical jacket. It is an enhanced version of Level 7 jacket, modified for use in extreme 
winter weather by the law enforcement officers. This jacket is fitted with three concealable ID panels. The 
Quick Side Access™ provides easy drawing of holstered pistol and any other duty belt mounted gear. Husky is 
highly compressible – can be stuffed in a pack or cargo pouch, without losing any of its insulation properties.

DEFENDER MK2 CITY SHIRT®
Defender Mk2 City Shirt is made of lightweight, elastic fabric composed of nylon and polyester. This quick-dry-
ing fabric provides a great breathability, while UPF30 index gives you a proper UV protection. The overall cut 
of the shirt is the same as in our classic Defender Mk2 shirts. The shirt is buttoned with the subtly Helikon-Tex® 
branded buttons. On the chest there are two flapped pockets closed with hook&loop tapes. Under them, 
there are additional flat pockets closed with YKK® zippers. 

DEFENDER MK2 GENTLEMAN SHIRT®
Just because you all about being tactical doesn’t mean you can’t look stylish and classy at the same time. 
That’s why we created the Gentleman’s Shirt, versatile wear that looks equally great with your favourite pair 
of jeans, urban pants, or even a casual suit. However, it’s also hiding a few chest pockets for storing essential 
gear and has a looser frame to let you conceal and carry with discrete comfort. With the Gentleman, you’ll 
never have to sacrifice style or functionality. 

UTL POLO SHIRT
Sometimes a T-shirt just doesn’t provide you the same cool, comfortable confidence as a great Polo. But a golf 
Polo isn’t what a true tactician needs for daily wear. That’s why we developed the UTL Polo Shirt® designed 
with lightweight, breathable Top Cool fabric that helps you relax when you’re under pressure and baking 
the summer heat. It also features a small loop for sunglasses and sleeve pockets for added functionality, 
giving you the ultimate shirt for both comfort and tactical accessibility. 

BL-ULF-CB

KU-HKY-NL

KO-DCT-SN

KO-DGM-PO

PD-UTL-TL

URBAN LINE
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TACTICAL T-SHIRT
What makes an ordinary T-Shirt into a Tactical one? Several points. First: it was made out of Polyester fabric 
finished with Topcool technology  & which means that it wicks the humidity away from the body and dries 
quickly. Second: it has sleeve-mounted pockets with eyeshade holders. Third: under these pockets are small 
Velcro panels fit for personalization. Even the HTX logo is embroidered discreetly at the bottom of the shirt, 
to allow the user to remove it if needed. Just choose your color and use away.

EDC LITE BACKPACK®
Our EDC Lite Backpack is designed with everyday carry requirements in mind, yet to be lighter then our 
EDC Backpack. The backpack has spacious, two-chamber construction. The main chamber has slick interi-
or, without any pockets or organizers. Front chamber is lined with soft velour fabric, compatible with our 
Versatile Insert System®, which allows you to personalize your pack. The exterior of the pack is as simple as 
possible, with only ID loop on front and shock cord that can hold small jacket. On bottom part of the sides 
there are small pockets made of elastic mesh.

EDC BACKPACK®
When your“every day carry”requires more than a standard bag, our EDC Pack® helps maximize your storage 
and travel eficiency with a well-designed and spacious pack made for true tacticians. It comes complete 
with a large, dual-chamber space, slick interior with room for a hydration bladder, and a front pocket lined 
with soft velour fabric compatible with our Versatile Insert System® which allows for advanced customization. 
The front and sides of the EDC Pack® is also covered with MOLLE/PALS compatible webbing and a large 
piece of loop-Velcro for displaying patches. 

BAIL OUT BAG BACKPACK®
When the mission gets a little “FUBAR” or you’re stuck in survival mode to ensure you make it out alive, you 
need a Bail Out Bag® (BOB) that keeps essentials at the ready. This BOB® is the ultimate bag for survivalists or 
tactical specialists who need a smarter, more discrete design without the PALS webbing, loop panels, tactical 
patches, or “tactic-cool” gizmos on the outside. In fact, it opens at or attaches to the back of a seat and reveals 
mesh pockets, MOLLE/PALS webbing, an addition seating mat, and everything else you’d need for a crisis. 
More importantly, it morphs back into a backpack in seconds to provide a low-profile form for a quick getaway. 

WOMEN'S UTL POLO SHIRT®
Specially designed women's version of our UTL Polo Shirt will provide you comfort, freedom of movement 
and great look in any conditions: at work, at home or on the range. Top Cool fabric used in this polo never 
wrinkles, will not pill during use, but at the same time will perfectly wick humidity and dries quickly. 

TS-TTS-TL

PL-BOB-NL

PL-EDC-CD

PL-ECL-NL

PD-UTW-TL
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EDC SLING BACKPACK®
EDC Sling Backpack is a compact, versatile sling pack. The main compartment lacks any internal pockets and is lined with 
soft velour compatible with Versatile Insert System. Additionally, on the front part of the pack, there are two pockets – one 
zippered with the side access and one open-top, secured with the buckle, that will hold a small jacket or shirt. Iimportant 
part of the pack is the hidden back compartment, closed with zipper with quick access via a hypalon puller. The interior 
is lined with the soft velour, designed mainly for attaching a pistol holder insert. Thanks to this, you are able to carry your 
handgun concealed, without limiting the rapid access to it. The pack is also equipped with padded, profiled shoulder strap.

DOWNTOWN BACKPACK®
When working undercover, being able to blend into the crowd, but still have to be able to have your weapon 
at the reach of your hand. This is why our Downtown backpack is equipped with a special compartment that 
can easily and securely fit your standard service pistol, but also allows you to draw it within seconds. On the 
outside it looks like normal, civilian backpack, that can fit all your essentials, small laptop etc. The pack has 
no any additional MOLLE/PALS webbing, loop panels or anything that can give you away. 

POSSUM WAIST PACK®
Bandicoot's® little brother is as versatile, but more streamlined and compact. It still has two zippered pockets (one on 
the blind side), and an Velcro ID panel, same detachable hip belt/bandoleer, as well as MOLLE/PAS ribbons and internal 
zippered mesh pocket. Only the internal organizer is non-removable which cuts the weight down but all the key features 
are there. Smaller size, full functionality and over a dozen colors make the Possum® pack one of the indispensable urban 
equipment choices.

BANDICOOT WAIST PACK®
Bandicoot® medium-sized waist pack offers a number of unique features in a smooth, low-profile package. Spacious 
main chamber apart from a zippered mesh pocket has got a detachable Versatile Insert System®-compatible organizer. 
Two outer zippered pockets allow safe and easy distribution of the equipment. Two-way zipper allows equal access from 
either side of the chamber. Adjustable hip belt can also serve as a chest bandoleer or be detached at all.

URBAN COURIER BAG - MEDIUM®
Urban Courier Bag Medium® is a classic messenger bag, with features matching the day-to-day urban activities. The bag 
has a separate, lined and hook&loop-closed laptop. Zippered pocket under the flap contains a loop panel, compatible 
with Versatile Insert System®. A separate zippered outer pocket inside the flap allows the access to items frequently used, 
without having to open the flap. The external loop panel may be used for personalization. On the blind side of the bag, 
from the body side, there is another discreet, zippered pocket.

PL-ESB-CD

PL-DTN-NL

TB-PSM-CD

TB-BDC-NL

TB-UCM-NL

URBAN LINE
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WOMBAT MK2 SHOULDER BAG®
Wombat Mk2® is a light bag designed to pack much stuff into it. Durable fabrics and carry strap allow to 
carry in comfort, even if stuffed with heavy kit. The design allows quick access to the contents. There are 
four external zippered pockets. Two front ones are lined with loops. Front of the bag also has an inset pocket 
with loop panel. The main compartment has two zippered internal mesh pockets, two pockets with elastic 
band closure and large loop panel to attach any of the Versatile Insert System®-compatible inserts. Several 
MOLLE/PALS loops allows to attach additional pouches or lanyards to the strap.

TB-WB2-NL
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We, at Helikon-Tex®, are shooting 
sports enthusiasts and firearms tactics 
practitioners. It’s no wonder that we 
wanted to create a line with great 
clothing and gear for the range. No 
matter if you’re and IPSC champion, 
one-mile precision shooter or just a 
guy or gal that shoots for skill and fun, 
we have something new for you in 
stock - from belts, gun bags and range 
pants to shooter’s sniper mats.
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           COMPETITION MULTIGUN RIG®

DESIGN:
Competition shooting, especially that MultiGun is getting more 
and more popular. During any match, success is based on many 
factors, as not only is your fitness important, but also your weap-
on and most importantly your gear. This is why we have created 
a Three Gun set of gear by shooters for shooters. To make it as 
versatile as possible, we've based it on the gun belt with an addi-
tional, modular belt sleeve and micro chest rig. All are fully scalable 
and configurable, so that you can create the exact platform that 
you need. Various pouches for .223 and .308 carbine magazines, 
numerous models of pistol magazine, dump pouch, first aid kit, 
we've got everything that can be useful on the range. With our 
Competition MultiGun Set no stage will be difficult for you.

KK-CMR-CD
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           COMPETITION NAUTIC SHOOTING BELT

DESIGN:
Competition Nautic Shooting Belt is one of our basic, 45 mm 
wide range belts. With a partially stiffened construction it allows 
a stable carry of a holster with a pistol, as well as ammo pouches, 
med kits, and accessory items. Loop lining allows combination of 
the belt with an additional inner belt for stability during use. The 
belt is fastened with a genuine Cobra® Nautic buckle; the buckle is 
not only resistant to salt, dust, and debris, but is also much flatter 
than other Cobra® buckles, making it much more comfortable, 
even during prolonged use. What’s more, the Nautic belt is a 
perfect choice for any modular belt sleeve.

PS-CNS-NL
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           HOYDEN TIGHT
DESIGN:
When on the range or during a shooting competition, not only 
your weapon or your gear matters. Comfort and the right freedom 
of movement are just as important. This is why we've created 
these shooting leggings with female recreation shooters in mind. 
Made of high-stretch yet breathable and durable fabric, they will 
allow you to shoot in any dynamic position, not only while mov-
ing, but also behind or under any cover. Even more, they will not 
limit your ability to run or climb, which is sometimes crucial to 
achieve the best possible score. These leggings will be a perfect 
choice not only for range, but also for any adventure or even for 
technical climbing.

SW-HRT-EN
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           SBR CARRYING CASE®
DESIGN:
When heading to the range it is essential to be able to comfortably 
carry your SBR or SMG, along with all additional items. Our SBR 
Carrying Case is just the thing as it has been designed especially 
to fit various models of SMG's or short carbines like the AKS74U or 
an AR with 10,5” barrel. The interior is covered with a soft velour 
fabric to protect your precious weapon from scratches, while a 
stabilization system based on hook & loop strips prevents the 
firearm from moving around. Two external pockets can hold all 
additional items necessary on the range like spare magazines, 
eye and ear protection, along with ammunition.

TB-SCB-CD
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HYBRID TACTICAL PANTS®
Hybrid Tactical Pants® are shooter-dedicated development of the UTP® made of two fabrics: ripstop and 
softshell. This innovative amalgamation resulted in an exceptionally comfortable and durable product. 
Fabrics used for the HTP® pants provides great freedom of movement, while reinforcements in critical areas 
protect from wear and tear to enhance durability of the product. Six pockets around hips allow the loads 
to be spread evenly.

RANGE POLO SHIRT®
The Range Polo Shirt® was designed by the professional shooters and is dedicated for shooting range use. 
The fabric is nice to touch and quick-drying. Sides are made of VersaStretch®, protecting the area vulnerable 
to wear and tear from gun belt and belt-mounted equipment. Elbow area have internal pockets for Low 
Profile Protection Pad Inserts. Mesh in armpits enhances the functionality. Two loop panels on upper sleeves 
allow easy personalization. Additionally there are two upper sleeve pockets and sunglasses loop on front.

RANGE BEANIE CAP®
RANGE Beanie Cap is based on the famous USMC Beanie Cap. Made of lightweight, breathable and yet very 
warm Grid Fleece. Dimension of the cap was adjusted to perfectly fit any ear protection. On front and back 
of the cap there are two soft velour velcro panels for easy personalization. At the top of the cap there is a 
small velour square for IFF. Additionally on the back of the cap there is small, zippered pocket for emergency 
ear plugs or other similarly small items. On the back, under the loop panel, there is a cord loop, for hanging 
the cap on carabiner.

TRAINING MINI RIG®
Training Mini Rig® was designed for people who spend a lot of time at the shooting range  & instructors, 
shooting enthusiasts, competitive shooters. Minimalistic, symmetrical layout of the Training Mini Rig® was 
inspired by one of the most famous tactical shooting instructors. Our rig would accommodate a basic 
load of magazines, some additional ammunition, multi-tool, flashlight etc.  & all you need for an advanced, 
serious training session.

SP-HTP-NR

PD-RNG-TC

CZ-RBN-FG

KK-TMR-NL
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RANGE TACTICAL GLOVES®
The ideal balance between comfort and reliable weapon grip, our Range Tactical Gloves® boast perfect 
trigger feel when you’re at the range or out in the bush. Designed with a breathable comfort on the back 
and a synthetic leather on the inside to give you a non-slip grip, these versatile gloves even feature microfiber 
fabric on the sides and a touchscreen compatible thumb and middle finger to enhance your shooting and 
responsiveness. When you need the right support to the bullseye and quickly transition to responding to 
teams via a smartphone, these gloves can do it all.

BACKBLAST MAT EXTENDED®
Enlarged version of our Backblast® Mat. The length of the mat was extended to provide enough space for 
the rifle bipod on the front. When no longer needed can be rolled into small package, easily carried by the 
handle. Loop panel for mounting additional pouches and inserts with ammunition, ballistic tables, tools, 
logbook etc. Loops are provided to pin down at the firing line to provide more stability on the soft ground.

ALL ROUND TACTICAL GLOVES®
Designed in cooperation with shooting experts, the ALL ROUND TACTICAL GLOVES are go-to choice for 
anyone that needs comfort and reliable weapon grip. Gloves were made to guarantee perfect feel of the 
trigger and, thanks to proper fabric choice, great breathability and comfort of use. The inner side of the hand 
was made of synthetic leather for prolonged use. The cuff is closed with velcro, with additional paracord loop 
hanger. Along the thumb there is microfiber patch that can be used to clean your shooting glasses or just 
wipe sweat from the forehead. There is additional touch-screen compatible patch on tip of the middle finger.

ALL ROUND FIT TACTICAL GLOVES®
Designed in cooperation with shooting experts, the ALL ROUND FIT TACTICAL GLOVES are go-to choice for 
anyone that needs comfort and reliable weapon grip. Gloves were made to guarantee perfect feel of the 
trigger and, thanks to proper fabrics choice, great breathability and comfort of use. The inner side of the 
hand was made of synthetic leather for prolonged use. Elastic cuff, without any closing system, allows easy 
donning and doffing of the gloves, or wearing them with watch. Along the thumb there is microfiber patch 
that can be used to clean your shooting glasses or just wipe sweat from the forehead. 

RANGEMAN GLOVES
Rangeman gloves are the new, lightweight model designed specially for the shooting range. Created in 
cooperation with experts in shooting and tactics, they will withstand the hardest conditions and tasks. The 
construction and used materials provide excellent weapon feel. Fingers and internal part of the hand were 
made of genuine kangaroo leather for best protection and comfort even during prolonged use. External 
part of the palm was made of highly durable and breathable fabric.

RK-RNG-PO

RK-AFL-PO

RK-ATL-PO

AC-MBE-CD

RK-RGM-KL
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MULTI PISTOL WALLET®
Multi Pistol Wallet® is a large pouch that allows you to carry up to 2 full-sized pistols with additional equipment. 
Pistols are carried in a zippered pocket, padded and lined with soft velour, compatible with Versatile Insert 
System®. On the external surface there are two zippered pockets on one side – one utility and one for the 
cleaning equipment with additional “dirty” section. On the other side there are eight pockets for magazines 
closed with one, hook&loop flap. The pouch is equipped with comfortable carry handles. 

BACKBLAST MAT®
Lightweight shooting mat designed with precision shooters in mind. When no longer needed can be rolled 
into small package, easily carried by the handle or with a shoulder strap. Elbow and knees reinforced with 
anti-slip pads. Loop velcro panel for mounting additional pouches and inserts with ammunition, ballistic 
tables, tools, logbook etc. Loops are provided for pins to pin down at the firing line, a pin pouch to store 
the pins, as well as detachable bipod Y-strap enhancing the rifle stability.

RANGE BAG®
Range Bag® is a compact bag designed with input from firearm professionals to holds as many pistols 
and rifle magazines as practicable. Has universal magazine pouch inserts taking both straight and banana 
rifle magazines, as well as may types of handgun magazines. This bag was designed to form a kind of 
&lsquo;workstation&rsquo; at the range: one of the sides opens completely to allow quick and easy access 
to the contents as well as a clean stripping pad.

RANGEMASTER GEAR BAG®
Rangemaster Gear Bag® was designed for anyone person that has to grab much stuff for the range – shoot-
ing instructors, competition shooters, or for anyone that brings more then one gun to the range. The bag 
was designed to facilitate and promote compartmentalization of the contents. Some of the pockets fea-
ture inner specialized organizers for maintenance tools and cleaning compounds as well as Versatile Insert 
System-compatible loop panels. Helikon-Tex® Tag Patch-ready. The bag is stiffened and heavily reinforced.

DOUBLE UPPER RIFLE BAG®
Double Upper Rifle Bag 18® was designed (as the name implies) to safely and comfortably carry a scoped 
AR-style rifle with extra scoped upper, or two AR-style SBRs or two AKs in basic configuration. There are three 
external pockets, loop panels (Versatile Insert System-compatible), hook&loop restrains for weapons and 
elastic loops for cleaning accessories. The bag has integral carrying handles and stowable shoulder straps.

MO-MPW-CD

AC-MBB-CD

TB-RGB-CD

TB-RMG-CD

TB-DU8-CD

RANGE LINE
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SINGLE PISTOL WALLET®
Single Pistol Wallet® ideally protects single handgun from mechanical damage (scratching mainly),during 
your way onto the range. In basic configuration would carry one full-sized handgun and two magazines.

COBRA COMPETITION RANGE BELT®
The Cobra Competition Range Belt® has been designed for dynamic shooting sports, such as IPSC, IDPA and 
3GUN. Stiffened belt provides a more stable platform for holsters and pouches worn by the competitor. The 
Cobra® buckle by AustriAlpin® guarantees that the belt remains fastened. The Cobra Competition Range 
Belt® may be used as standalone outer belt in connection with the inner belt, Non-slip Comfort Pad® and 
suspenders – or go through the belt loops of the pants.

COBRA MODULAR RANGE BELT®
The CMRB® belt was designed as an alternative solution for all those who prefer to use the MOLLE/PALS-com-
patible pouches or accessories, but do not want to encumber themselves with a larger belt or a modular 
sleeve. Cobra Modular Range Belt® would take all classic holsters, while at the same time it would fit all types 
of  modular pouches. Certified AustriAlpin® Cobra® buckle guarantees durable fastening.

DOUBLE PISTOL WALLET®
Double Pistol Wallet® ideally protects two handguns from mechanical damage (scratching mainly), physical 
contact with other hard edged objects carried together. In this enlarged configuration would carry two 
full-sized handguns and up to three magazines

BASIC RIFLE CASE®
Basic Rifle Case® was designed to securely and comfortably carry scoped AR carbine. The bag can be carried 
by heavy duty handles or on shoulder strap, which can be stowed in dedicated pocket when not in use. The 
bag has two external pockets. Versatile Insert System® compatible interior for attaching additional inserts 
for magazines, pistol etc. The main compartment has integral weapon stabilizers made of webbing; the 
stabilizers can be individually configured to fit carried weapon. 

MO-SPW-NL

MO-DPW-NL

PS-MR4-NL

PS-CR4-NL

TB-BRC-CD
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NON-SLIP COMFORT PAD®
Internal stabilizing Non-Slip Comfort Pad® for new line of Range belts. Perfect for gear configuration for a 
shooting range or patrol. Stabilizes holsters, magazine pouches and other belt-mounted equipment, while 
reducing the pinching caused by gear-mounts.

COMPETITION INNER BELT®
Inner, stiffened belt lined with hook tape, designed to stabilize our Range line belts. Conforms the IPSC 
regulations. Overlapping with hook&loop closure – no buckle to pinch after the outer belt is added. The 
hook tape on the  Inner Belt reduces the risk of clothing damage during use. 

BRASS ROLL POUCH®
Brass Roll Pouch® is a simple dump pouch, carried on a belt or MOLLE/PALS platform. Even though it was 
designed for used, empty mags, it will also take all, that would not fit into your pockets: extra ammo, fired 
brass, tacker or gloves. Top of the pouch is stiffened. Closes by a simple hook&loop tab. The pouch can be 
rolled to save space.

RANGE CHAIR®
As we all know, there is never enough sitting space on the range. Our Range Chair® is the perfect solution 
to this issue. Lightweight, packable and very comfortable, it gives you possibility to sit around, and, when 
needed, quickly move it to another spot. Very stable, can be used on various grounds, so that it will work 
great not only at the range, but also during any outdoor trips. Thanks to lightweight construction and small 
sizes when folded, it can be attached to your backpack, so you can always have it with you. 

PS-CP6-NL

PS-CI4-NL

MO-U04-CD

AC-RCR-CD
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Hikers, hunters, wildlife enthusiasts and 
photographers – they all appreciate 
a solid, rugged and well-thought 
out gear and garments. We have 
developed a complete line of products 
that are useful in the wild – a range 
of camping gear, survival essentials, 
heavy duty, and practical clothing 
that withstand wear-and-tear and 
campfires much better than high-tech 
garments.
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           VAGABOND SEAT PAD
DESIGN:
During our trips into the wild, sometimes we just need to sit down 
and rest. But not everyone wants to sit on the cold, wet ground. 
Our VAGABOND SIT PAD is a perfect solution to this problem. 
Also, it can be attached to a belt or a backpack with MOLLE/
PALS system. The compact, foldable form will fit inside the cargo 
pocket of your pants or into any backpack. When unfolded, it is 
large enough to provide a comfortable seat. Made of durable 
Cordura® fabric, with foam padding for comfort and additional 
insulation from the ground.

AC-VSP-CD
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           SWAGMAN ROLL BASIC®
DESIGN:
After the great success of our Swagman Roll, we've created a basic, 
more budget friendly version. Made the same way as the classic 
M65 liner, the Swagman Roll Basic will keep you warm during 
sudden cold snaps. Thanks to long zipper, it can easily be trans-
formed into an improvised sleeping bag, while numerous anchor 
points will help you create a comfortable additional heating layer 
for you hammock. An adjustable hood and buckled front will cre-
ate a poncho-style coverall, protecting you against hypothermia. 

PO-SRB-PO
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           SUPERTARP SMALL®
DESIGN:
Building a shelter in the wild is crucial if you want to survive any 
harsh weather conditions like heavy rain or driven snow, and our 
Supertarp Small is the perfect item for impromptu shelter build-
ing. This lightweight, polyester square will protect you against 
snow, rain, and wind, or can be a good base for camouflaging 
your observation point. Multiple anchor points will let you create 
various types of shelter with just a piece of paracord and tent 
stakes. Due to its low weight, it can be folded and carried in your 
backpack during every trek without adding an additional burden 
to your load.

PO-STS-PO
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           WOODSMAN PANTS®
DESIGN:
WOODSMAN pants are part of our set made especially for outdoor 
and bushcraft enthusiasts, and these simple yet versatile pants 
offer our minimalistic approach to this type of clothing. The pants 
have only four pockets; two classic hip pockets with reinforced 
edges and two smaller side pockets, positioned a little bit to the 
rear, that can hold a folding saw or a knife. Wide belt loops will 
work even with 50mm belts, while additional loops on the back 
can be used for attaching gloves or your cap. Knee reinforcements 
and overall construction in DuraCanvas® fabric will ensure that 
these pants last and work with you for years.

SP-WDN-DC
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           WOODSMAN SHIRT®
DESIGN:
Woodsman Shirt was created to meet the needs of every outdoor 
and bushcraft enthusiast providing comfort, durability, breathabil-
ity and protection against weather conditions. Made of durable 
DuraCanvas® fabric with reinforced elbows, it will last for years. To 
provide high levels of freedom of movement, there are gussets 
made of stretchable nylon fabric, and zippered ventilation panels 
in armpits provide even more comfort during use. Classic but-
toned chest pockets with dummy-corded loops on the sides can 
hold all your smaller items. Two zippered side pockets can hold 
not only your essentials, but can also be used as a handwarmer. 
Low profile loops just above these pockets can be used for dum-
my-cording items or for hanging gloves. Internal zippered pockets 
are perfect for stowing your most important items to avoid losing 
them. The shirt is fastened with canadian-style buttons.

KO-WDN-DC
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           LUMBER GLOVES
DESIGN:
During your adventures in the wild, one of the most important 
pieces of equipment you need are sturdy gloves. They will not 
only guarantee the proper grip during use of axes, saws and tools, 
but also protect your hands against any abrasions. Our Lumber 
Gloves are a basic model made specifically for use in this type 
of situation. Made of durable cowhide leather to guarantee the 
right grip, carefully planned cuts are comfortable, even during 
prolonged use. An elasticated cuff provides a proper fit and pre-
vents any unwanted objects from getting inside your gloves, and 
the reinforced cuff with a hole and simple carabiner allow you to 
attach the gloves to your belt or pack.  

RK-LBR-LE
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           WOODCRAFTER GLOVES
DESIGN:
Our Woodcrafter Gloves are an extended model, perfect for use 
in any situation in the wild. Made of durable cowhide leather to 
guarantee the right grip, reinforcements on the inner side guaran-
tee better durability, but not at the cost of comfort, even during 
prolonged use. Cord adjustment on the cuff provides a proper 
fit and prevents any unwanted objects from getting inside your 
gloves. A cord loop on the cuff and simple carabiner allow you 
to attach the gloves to your belt or pack.  Webbing on the end 
of the cuff not only works as a reinforcement, but also improves 
the look of the gloves.

RK-WCT-LE
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           RANGER WINTER GLOVES
DESIGN:
During your adventures in the wild, one of the most important 
pieces of equipment you need are the correct gloves. They will 
not only guarantee the proper grip during use of axes, saws and 
tools but they will protect your hands. Gloves are also an essential 
during winter trips, and our Ranger Winter Gloves are the winter 
model, made specifically for cold weather. They are made of thick, 
durable cowhide leather to guarantee the right grip, and an ad-
ditional lining prevents cold injury or frostbite. Carefully planned 
cuts are comfortable, even during prolonged use, and the cord 
adjustment connected with elastic on the inner part provides a 
proper fit and prevents any unwanted objects from getting inside 
your gloves. A cord loop on the cuff and simple carabiner allow 
you to attach the gloves to your belt or pack. 

RK-RGW-LE
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           BUSHCRAFT HAVERSACK BAG®
DESIGN:
Since the dawn of time, the man moved his basic equipment in 
a light leather bag and in the later times made out of the canvas. 
Such a simple bag was called "haversack".  At first glance Haversack 
is simple, but in reality, it is an advanced piece of equipment for 
the Bushcraft line. It accommodates a bottle of water, food, and 
equipment for lighting a fire. It is covered by a flap with a classic 
British fastening from the 80s. In the front pocket, it is possible 
to attach inserts from the VIS system. You can put an ax, a saw 
or a knife on the sides. Additional equipment can be attached 
to MOLLE/PALS straps. It is comfortably carried on a thick 50mm 
strap. Haversack is a modern bag with a look referring to the 
equipment of the last century.

TB-HVS-CD
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           BERGEN BACKPACK®
DESIGN:
Matilda's backpack success confirmed us in the belief that there 
is a place for a new backpack in the Bushcraft line. This is how 
Bergen was created. Similar to the smaller version of Matilda, but 
still different. The pack is designed to contain the most important 
equipment for a short journey. The main chamber with a capacity 
of 18 l. houses clothing and equipment for camping, in pockets on 
the sides we can fit food or water bottles. The middle pocket has a 
removable pipe that protects small items from being lost. Bergen 
has three places to carry an ax and two pockets for a saw or knife. 
You can attach pockets or gloves to the MOLLE/PALS hidden on 
the front. Additional items of equipment can be attached from 
below or to the backpack's flap. Made entirely of Cordura 500D.

PL-BGN-CD
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           WATER FILTER BAG
DESIGN:
Securing a water supply is one of the most important things in 
bushcraft and survival. Until now, our offer included only water 
carrying gear. We decided to change that and reach for proven 
solutions. During World War II, the British army introduced a simple 
water purification filter for its special forces. They used it for over 
50 years! Our Water Filter does not differ much from the original. 
We've added only two functions that increase the quality of use. 
The first is an integral bag for storing the wet filter. The second 
solution is an integral string to hang on a branch with a simple 
pin to secure. You don't have to tie anything. After use, put the 
wet bag in the cover. The bag filters mechanical impurities. After 
filtration, just use chemical tablets or boil water.

WF-WFB-CO
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SWAGMAN ROLL PONCHO®
Swagman Roll® is a multifunction tool, applicable wherever a warm cover is required. You can use it a poncho 
liner, emergency sleeping bag, enhance your regular sleeping bag with it, wrap in it as if it was a blanket, 
line your hammock with it – or just wear as a stand-alone long, warm coat. It is made of thin Nylon fabric, 
filled with one of the most advanced insulating materials – the Climashield® Apex™ – that keeps user warm, 
is breathable, very light and dries quickly if wet.

SUPERTARP®
We have created a universal shelter cape for bivouac-goers. 19 attachment points provides for about an 
endless choice of possible configurations for all terrains and climes. To keep it lightweight, we made it out 
of plastic-coated ripstop fabric. Reinforced attachment points and glued seams guarantee durability and 
sealing. The zippered cover allows easy packing, even when wet. Nine ribbons allow to cinch the cover to 
the backpack, saving the internal capacity. The drawstring-compressed bad enclosed with the tarp allows 
to compact it for transport.

WOODSMAN ANORAK JACKET®
Staying warm and cozy in the bush has never been more enjoyable than with the Woodsman Anorak®, 
durable, outdoor jacket made for camping, hunting, and staying warm when the cold winds kick up. Craft-
ed with DuraCanvas fabric that offers better wind resistance from the front and StormStretch fabric on the 
back for improved breathability, it’s ideal for staying active and comfortable. The fully-zippered sides also o 
er premium ventilation when you need it most! 

PILGRIM ANORAK JACKET®
Pilgrim Anorak® is an all-weather intensive-use outdoor coat. The elongated cut, armpit ventilation and large, 
functional hood protect the wearer from wind, rain or snow. There are four chest pockets, two handwarmer 
(‘Napoleon’) pockets and two oblique large Canadian button-closed ones. In the lower part there is a large, 
open-ended tunnel pocket. The anorak can be worn half-open to avoid sweating in summertime, contrary 
to most other anoraks. Two ribbon bands are sewn inside for drying wet gloves or for carrying a small water 
bottle in wintertime.

PO-SMR-NL

PO-STP-PO

KU-WDN-DC

KU-PGM-DC
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BUSHCRAFT SATCHEL® BAG
Bushcraft Satchel® is our general purpose field bag. May be used as a carry-all for one-day outing, or for every 
day urban activities. Main chamber comprises a zippered mesh pocket for valuable items plus two elastic 
drawstring pockets. On the outside the bag has a large zippered pocket and two open pockets. MOLLE/
PALS panels at the sides and bottom loops allow to attach additional pouches and items. Compression 
straps allow size adjustment.

DEFENDER MK2 PILGRIM SHIRT®
Nothing says outdoorsman quite like a plaid shirt. And the Pilgrim shirt offers the classic comfort, style, and 
durability you can rely on. Crafted with a thick, breathable fabric, these versatile Bushcraft shirts are designed 
to support every trip to the woods, day at the range, and time spent chopping wood like a lumberjack. 
Pleasant to the touch fabric, similar to cotton flannel is extremely comfortable.

CHEST PACK NUMBAT®
When you’re backpacking, scaling rough terrain, or plotting a course through thick underbrush, it’s not always easy 
to pull o a large pack to access your map, compass, or flashlight. That’s why we created the Chest Pack Numbat®, 
a quick access, front-loaded bag with internal and external pockets that hold emergency or travel essentials. In 
fact, the soft velour interior can better protect gear, while the internal, detachable organizer with transparent map 
pocket makes it easier to navigate. A sleek, minimalistic design that’s comfortable and won’t hinder you wearing 
a backpack, it even features mounting points compatible with MOLLE/PALS to let you customize your bag.

MATILDA BACKPACK®
Matilda is a functional universal backpack inspired by that American classic – the ALICE backpack. Each 
external pocket has a back channel, and drawstring adjustable sleeve. The main chamber flap has got two 
big pockets. MOLLE/PALS ribbons are sewn in several places externally. There are compression straps at the 
sides. The carry system is based on plastic-stiffened back fitted with breathable mesh pads and anatomically 
shaped straps. Wide detachable hip belt is also included, with PALS attachment points.

PILGRIM PANTS®
The pants are made of DuraCanvas® fabric, therefore they are robust, yet lightweight for their advanced de-
sign. They feature seat and knee reinforcement, additionally knees have inner pockets for added protection 
of our Neoprene Low Profile Protection Pads Inserts®. The pants feature elevated midriff in the back with 
additional kidney-protection panel. There is a total of eight pockets. The thigh pockets are lined with mesh 
for air circulation with open pockets. Waistband and leg cuffs are elastic drawstring adjustable. Suspenders 
can be buttoned to the pants. The fabric can be water-proofed with a special wax.

TB-BST-CD

PL-MTA-NL

TB-NMB-CD

KO-DPG-SR

SP-PGM-DC
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ESSENTIAL KITBAG®
The Essential Kitbag® was designed to hold all essential bushcraft/survival kit. This bag will hold water 
bottle with cup, folding stove, flashlight, compass, cord, sewing kit etc. All kit is neatly organized in separate 
pockets. Essential can be carried attached to backpack or belt via MOLLE/PALS or with its own shoulder 
strap. There is a sleeve on the back that will hold a folding saw/knife/axe. Capacity can be velcro reduced. 
Extra pouches can be attached at the front side. The Essential Kitbag is an ideal one-day expedition bag to 
carry all essential stuff.

FOXTROT MK2 BELT RIG®
The Foxtrot Mk2 is a universal waist bag. It can be worn as a stand-alone item or with  suspenders. The 
Foxtrot Mk2 has a main compartment with open-top pockets. Part of the hip belt is covered with MOLLE/
PALS system for additional modular pouches. The main compartment has two zippered pockets with a 
hook&loop-closed one on the front. Additional Versatile Insert System-compatible inserts can be added within 
the main compartment. Adjustable suspenders stabilize and spread the weight of the carried equipment.

WANDERER CAP
During any trip, there is no worst enemy then the cold. And as we all know, head is among body parts 
that loose the warmth very quickly. Therefore the cap should  always be highly important part of your 
equipment. Our WANDERER cap is a relatively thick knitted Watch Cap. Double layer of merino wool with 
additional bottom fold guarantee great warmth even during serious cold, while natural properties of the 
wool provide great breathability and are very soft in touch. Highly elastic material provides great fit of the 
cap to any head size.

TRITAN™ BOTTLE WIDE MOUTH
Tritan is a material that does not affect taste and is perfectly inert towards anything drinkable for humans. 
Additionally, the material is real tough, almost indestructible. The wide inlet allows one to scoop-up the creek 
water, and also to use a spoon to stir anything soluble dumped there. The wide neck prevents the contents 
from freezing up in winter. The water bottle fits the Camp Cup and Essential Kitbag® set.

HY-WM1-TT

TB-FX2-CD

TB-EKB-CD

CZ-WND-MW

BUSHCRAFT LINE
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Patrol Line gives you a choice of best 
MIL/LE field and combat type clothing, 
including some specialized individual 
camouflage solutions and uniform 
accessories. Our idea is to combine and 
supplement the elements of the Patrol 
Line with other Helikon-Tex® lines – 
such as Outback Line for inclement 
weather conditions, Range for firearms 
training, etc.



102 PATROL LINE
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           MCDU® COMBAT SHIRT
DESIGN:
MCDU is our approach to combat uniforms for more dynamic 
operations. The combat shirt is not only the first part of the MCDU, 
but also can be a great addition to our MBDU pants. The torso 
of this shirt is made of highly breathable, lightweight TopCool 
fabric, while the sleeves and stand-up collar are made of a durable 
NYCO mix. Bicep zippered pockets will hold most small essentials 
like a target photo, folded map or a GPS. Double loop panels on 
the biceps will allow for easy unit personalization with patches 
and country flags. This combat shirt will work perfectly on hot 
days, especially in combination with plate carriers, chest rigs or 
other vests.

BL-MCD-NR
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           T-SHIRT SLIM
DESIGN:
T-Shirt Slim has been designed as a next to skin layer, but not ev-
eryone likes it to be just next to skin, but sometimes simply close 
to skin with a little more room. This is why we've redesigned our 
popular T-Shirt to make a slim cut garment. Made of comfortable, 
breathable and stretchable fabric, it will fit you perfectly, without 
unnecessary looseness, but at the same time won't limit your 
freedom of movement. 

TS-TTS-CC
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           SFU NEXT PANTS MK2®
DESIGN:
SFU NEXT Mk2 pants are a new, improved version of our clas-
sic SFU NEXT. Even though the pants are based on the previous 
pattern, they have been redesigned to fit with a more straight, 
aggressive cut. The pants have two classic hip pockets, smaller 
front pockets with pleats, back pleated pockets and large hook & 
loop closed cargo pockets on the sides. Profiled knee reinforce-
ments also act as a pocket for internal protective pads. The waist 
band is adjustable via hook & loop webbing on the sides. The 
pants are closed with Helikon-Tex® branded buttons. The SFU 
NEXT Mk2 pants are a perfect choice not only for the field, but 
also for any adventurous trip.

SP-SN2-PR
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           MAP CASE
DESIGN:
Map Case is a compact pouch that will let you carry your map in a 
transparent, zippered internal pocket, protecting it in any weather 
conditions. The pouch is made of durable, 500D Cordura® fabric. 
On the outside there are two pockets closed with snap buttons 
and two open-top, smaller pockets; additionally on the side there 
are loops for a pen, sharpie, or accessories. When not in use Map 
Case may be folded in half and secured with snap button. 

MO-MPC-CD
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MBDU SHIRT®
The MBDU shirt is made of lightweight, yet durable NYCO ripstop fabric. Side VersaStretch® panels guaran-
tee the freedom of movements during dynamic activities. Zippered pockets with YKK® zippers on chest 
and shoulders will accommodate all your essentials. Additionally the loop panels on biceps allow for easy 
personalization. This shirt is a perfect choice for any combat operations.

MBDU PANTS®
The MBDU pants are a part of our new field uniform set. Made of durable, yet breathable ripstop fabric, is 
a great choice for every battle you would need to face. Numerous pockets will fit all your essentials. Cargo 
pockets on tights, closed with canadian style are large enough to be used as improvised dump pouches. 
Profiled cut will provide you the most possible freedom of movement possible. These pants are a great 
choice for any battlefield.

MBDU FLANNEL SHIRT®
MBDU Flannel Shirt® is made of lightweight, yet durable fabric it provides proper antibacterial properties 
even during prolonged use, while the UPF50 index provides UV protection. Side VersaStretch® panels guar-
antee the freedom of movements during dynamic activities. Zippered pockets with YKK® zippers on chest 
and shoulders will accommodate all your essentials. Additionally the loop panels on biceps allow for easy 
personalization. This shirt is a “must have” for any urban operations. 

LEAF GHILLIE SET® 
Ultralight, advanced camoflage system, made of lightweight mesh with artificial leafs stitched on the surface. 
The surface is also covered with paracord rows that can be used for attaching additional camo, to better 
adapt it to the surrounding environment. Laser cut leafs are covered in camo on both sides to provide 
even better camouflage effect. The jacket is closed on front with two adjustable buckles. The Ghillie suit is 
perfect for recon operations, and can be used with other Helikon-Tex® products like Guardian® Chest Rig 
or our whole range of backpacks. 

BL-MBD-NR

SP-MBD-NR

KO-MBD-PO

KP-LFG-PO

PATROL LINE
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GUARDIAN CHEST RIG®
Guardian Chest Rig® is a universal carry platform to accommodate basic ammunition load and personal 
equipment. Designed to work along with a backpack and belt kit, it would optimize the configuration of 
your combat gear. Depending on the number and size of magazines the height of the fixed pouches flaps 
can be adjusted, also exchangeable magazine inserts can be re-arranged accordingly.

RACCOON MK2® BACKPACK
New generation of the Raccoon® backpack incorporates users feedback and our experiences with this mod-
el. Lightweight, yet sturdy 20 Liter capacity pack is an optimal choice for everyday use, yet it is absolutely 
enough for day hikes and tactical ops. Raccoon Mk2 Backpack® has main compartment and one similarly 
sized external pocket. The outside is covered with webbing compatible with MOLLE/PALS system. Shockcord 
allows attachment of additional equipment like jackets, sleeping mat etc.

GUARDIAN ASSAULT BACKPACK
Classic, 3-day assault pack – what can be more characteristic piece of equipment of the recon set. Made of 
lightweight, yet highly durable Cordura® 500D, this pack has spacious main compartment that can fit your 
hydration bladder, spare ammo or additional clothing. The smaller, yet still capacious extra pocket on front 
can be used for other essentials that we want to have a quick access to. Minimalistic amount of MOLLE/PALS 
webbing on the surface makes this pack look even more classic, while still maintaining it's modularity. This 
pack is a must have part of any patrol kits.

BDU MK2 PANTS
Battle Dress Uniform, or simply BDU in new, modernized version with some changes that will for sure guar-
antee a better versatility. Our BDU Mk2 Pants are made in classic, a bit loose cut, with additional smartphone 
pocket. Reinforcements on knees and seat will provide a better durability, even during prolonged use. The 
hip pockets are reinforced for folding knife clips. These pants will be a great choice not only for the field use, 
but also as an addition to your everyday urban look.

LEAF GHILLIE PONCHO®
Camouflage poncho made of the same materials as jacket and pants. The surface is also covered with para-
cord rows that can be used for attaching additional camo, to better adapt it to the surrounding environment. 
Poncho is great for concealing observation or ring points. Ghillie Suit Poncho can be combined with standard 
USGI Poncho or our Swagman Roll®. The front part of the poncho can be rolled to create camouflage overlay. 
There is a possibility to join together few of Ghillie Suit Ponchos in order to conceal larger areas. 

KK-GCR-CD

SP-BD2-PR

PL-GAP-CD

PL-RC2-CD

PO-LFG-PO
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COBRA MODULAR RESCUE BELT®
The MRCB® is the cornerstone of our Patrol duty gear line. It may be worn standalone, as a mounting platform 
for holsters or MOLLE/PALS compatible pouches or it can be used as a basic belt for modular sleeves. MRCB 
features the certified rescue Cobra® D-ring buckle by AustriAlpin®. WARNING: DO NOT USE FOR CLIMBING 
OR AS LIVE-SAVING EQUIPMENT!

RATEL MK2 BACKPACK
Lightweight and durable, this more then 25l pack is a great choice for 1-2 day patrols or every day carry. Large 
main compartment is compatible with hydration bladder. Two external pockets make this pack spacious 
enough to fit all your essentials. MOLLE/PALS webbing on front and sides give you the ability to mount ad-
ditional pouches. Loop panel on front for personalization. Stiffened back and durable and profiled shoulder 
straps provide comfort, even during prolonged use. Detachable hip belt provide additional stability and 
proper weight distribution.

PS-MS4-NL

PL-RT2-CD

PATROL LINE
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Outback Line is our technical clothing 
and accessories conceptualization. 
From baselayers through all inter-
mediate levels of insulation, for both 
dynamic and static activities, to outer 
layers including windshirts, softshells, 
hardshells and Climashield® parkas. 
Accessories developed for Outback 
Line focus on travel, gear packing and 
outdoor expeditions.
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           TREKKING TACTICAL PANTS®
DESIGN:
Proper clothing is a crucial part of any outdoor adventure. Light-
weight, breathable, and comfortable, these are the features of 
the perfect pants, and our Trekking Tactical Pants are just the 
thing. They are an evolutionary version of the OTP model. Made 
of lightweight, stretchable VersaStretch fabric, these pants have 
only the bare minimum, without adding unnecessary features 
that you won’t use. These pants have two classic hip pockets 
with reinforced edges, two back pockets and two smaller side 
pockets place a little bit to the rear. A partially elastic waistband 
and front hook & loop closure provides a little bit more adjustment 
and freedom of movement. Reinforcements on the knees also 
double as a pocket for internal knee pads. With wide belt-loops, 
dummy-corded loops on the front and crotch gusset, these are 
a great pair of pants for any trek. 

SP-TTP-AT
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           ENLARGED PAKCELL BAG
DESIGN:
Packcell Set is a very useful set of compact yet spacious bags 
that helps you organize your clothing and gear during travel. To 
make the organization even easier, we've created an even larger 
bag. The Enlarged Packcell Bag is made of the same, lightweight 
fabric, with a long, diagonal zipper and loop panel for personal-
ization. The bag has two drag handles on sides that can be used 
as hangers. Additionally, the bag has two buckled compression 
straps to achieve an even more compact size when fully loaded.

MO-O05-PO
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           MICRO PACKCELL POUCH
DESIGN:
Continuing the success of our Packcell set, we've added another 
one, the smallest, yet still capacious Micro Packcell Pouch. Made 
of the same, lightweight fabric, with a diagonal zipper, this pouch 
will hold your small essentials in one place minimising the risk of 
losing them.

MO-O04-PO
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           TRAVEL TOILETRY BAG
DESIGN:
Good organization of your belongings is a key skill during any trip, 
and your toiletry essentials are one of the most important things 
that should be well protected and organized. This is why we've 
created the Travel Toiletry Bag. This compact, lightweight zippered 
item will easily fit all that you need to keep you clean in the field, 
including soap, toothbrush and paste, shampoo, sunscreen, and 
shaving kit. Your hygiene essentials can be well organized and 
kept in place inside internal mesh pockets. For even more ver-
satility the bag is equipped with detachable mirror and a small 
hook that can be used for hanging it inside a tent or over a door. 
External pockets, including two zippered mesh pockets, will help 
you keep some small essentials at hand, without needing to open 
the whole bag.

MO-TTB-NL
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           DIRT BAG
DESIGN:
When on any outdoor adventure it is almost impossible not to 
produce any garbage, and as a true nature enthusiast you won't 
like to leave the trash on the field. We at Helikon-Tex® also love 
nature and this is why we've decided to create this simple solution, 
a truly hermetic bag into which you can always stow your trash, 
even including dirty or greasy cans, food leftovers and the like. 
They will not soak through the bag, and won't spread grime over 
the rest of your gear. The bag is made of a lightweight, coated 
fabric with glued seams, and the roll top of the bag is a simple yet 
secure closure system. A must have item for anyone who cares 
about our planet.

AC-DTB-NL
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           MISTRAL ANORAK
DESIGN:
MISTRAL Anorak is a perfect jacket for backpack hiking. The lack 
of a full front zipper makes the jacket more windproof. Easy access 
to the large front pocket means that you have easy access to all 
your essential items. Inside the pocket there is a simple organizer 
to keep everything in place, and the jacket also benefits from two 
hip pockets and two bicep pockets. There is reinforcement on the 
elbows to enhance durability, and the jacket has an adjustable 
hood. StormStretch® fabric protects against wind, light rain or 
snow, but still maintains the high levels of breathability that are 
essential during any trek.

KU-MSL-NL
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           FROSTBITE HAND WARMER
DESIGN:
During extreme weather, protection against the cold is not only 
crucial, it is sometimes a matter of life and death. This is why you 
wear a thick, padded jacket, winter pants, proper boots, warm 
hat and gloves. But what if you forget the last ones, they are too 
light for the weather or soaking wet? Our FrostBite Hand Warmer 
comes for the rescue. Made of a wind resistant StormStretch® 
fabric, with thick winter padding and lined with an additional 
warm layer, they will protect your hands against the cold. Two 
zippered pockets allow you to add additional chemical warmers 
or small essentials. Multiple carry options, including MOLLE/PALS, 
belt mount or on detachable strap. This item is a must have on 
any trip during the winter.
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OUTDOOR TACTICAL PANTS®
Many of our customers operate not only in cities, but in the boondocks as well. Listening to their positive 
feedback about using UTP®, our designers have created their special outdoor version – that is how Outdoor 
Tactical Pants® were born. They have retained all functionalities of their predecessor, but some details were 
tweaked to better fit the terrain use. The fabric used is light, elastic and superbly breathable. Lends itself 
superbly for outdoor activities. Protects from light rain and wind. Dries quickly.

OUTDOOR TACTICAL PANTS® LITE
Many of our customers operate not only in cities, but in the boondocks as well. Listening to their positive 
feedback about using UTP®, our designers have created their special outdoor version – that is how Outdoor 
Tactical Pants® were born. They have retained all functionalities of their predecessor, but some details were 
tweaked to better fit the terrain use. The fabric used is light, elastic and superbly breathable. Lends itself 
superbly for outdoor activities. Protects from light rain and wind. Dries quickly.

HYBRID OUTBACK PANTS®
Hybrid Outback Pants® are advanced hybrid outdoor pants, equally suitable for long mountain treks and 
bivouacking. The pants are comfortable and durable. They can be partly waterproofed with wax. There 
are two classic front pockets with edges reinforced for knife/light clips, two hook&loop-closed front thigh 
pockets and two zippered cargo pockets. Knees reinforcements have inner pockets for our Neoprene Low 
Profile Protective Pads. 

OUTDOOR TACTICAL SHORTS 11"® 
What to do, when it’s stifling hot and yet you need to go tactical and need all the tactical functionality of 
the OTP® pants? Try the OTK®, Outback Tactical Shorts one of our best-selling pants cut-down version. Full 
functionality of the OTP® in truncated size, to fit for summertime.

SP-OTP-NL

SP-OTP-VL

SP-HOP-DC

SP-OTK-VL

OUTBACK LINE
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BLIZZARD PANTS®
Blizzard softshell pants are a part of the Outback Line. These are advanced, universal all-weather apparel, 
especially suitable for mountain hiking. The use of our 2-way StormStretch® fabric provides durability and 
freedom of movement. The pants have spacious cargo pockets, pant leg reinforcements and boot-lace hooks. 

STRATUS JACKET®
Stratus Heavy Fleece Jacket design was based on the famous US ARMY fleece jacket, but with some useful 
features added. Stratus Jacket is made of 320g/m2 fleece fabric. It has two zippered chest pockets with 
additional internal pocket, mesh ventilation armpit inserts, useful upper sleeve pockets and high collar. Re-
inforcements on elbows and shoulders prevent fleece from damage. This jacket can be worn as standalone 
item or as additional layer under the jacket.

WOMEN'S CUMULUS JACKET®
Truly universal outdoor fleece dedicated for females. Anatomical cut, a bit narrower in the waist to fit the 
female body shape. Even the smallest details were designed to look better on women's body – large zippers 
were changed for smaller, more discreet ones.

CUMULUS JACKET®
Cumulus is Stratus twin brother, of the same cut, with same elbows and shoulders reinforcement pattern. 
Additionally it has a capacious hood with a little visor, large inner mesh pockets and straight side pockets. 
Universal, practical, comfortable.

BLIZZARD JACKET®
Our softshell Blizzard Jacket is lightweight outer garment, perfect for most weather conditions. This uni-
versal jacket in military cut is made of elastic nylon fabric treated with DWR. Elongated cut combined with 
adjustable hood, bottom and sleeve cuffs allow to fit the jacket to any body shape, enhancing protection 
from elements. Hood is collar-stowed. Six pockets contains carry essentials with ease.

SP-BLZ-NL

BL-CMB-HF

BL-CBW-HF

BL-STC-HF

KU-BLZ-NL
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SUMMIT BACKPACK®
SUMMIT is the answer for all modern hiking needs. The pack is a combination of lightweight, durable fabrics 
with comfortable, packable construction. Spacious main compartment has two access points - one via the 
rolltop collar and second via front, vertical zipper. Two elastic mesh pockets on sides for water bottle of 
small jacket, while elastic mesh beaver tail, placed on the front, can be used to carry helmet. Comfortable, 
profiled hip belt has two zippered, mesh pockets. 10mm wide MOLLE Lite webbing on sides allow you to 
attach  MOLLE/PALS compatible pouches.

ELEVATION BACKPACK®
Our Elevation backpack is a great choice for any foot trip. Large enough to fit your essentials even for few days 
march, yet lightweight enough not to add too much weight onto your back. Thanks to large, easily accessible 
main compartment you should be able to take all you need, and have it at the reach of your hand whenever 
you need it. Numerous external pockets for water bottles or small items, MOLLE/PALS webbing on sides and 
wide, comfortable and padded hip belt – all this makes this backpack one of the best choices for any trip.

DEFENDER MK2 TROPICAL SHIRT®
Defender Mk2 Tropical Shirt is made of quick-drying, elastic polyester fabric that will provide proper breathabil-
ity even in the hottest days. Even more, the UPF30 fabric will give you the right UV protection, so needed 
in the summer days. The overall cut of the shirt is the same as in our classic Defender Mk2 shirts. The shirt is 
buttoned with the subtly Helikon-Tex® branded buttons. On the chest there are two flapped pockets closed 
with hook&loop tapes. Under them, there are additional flat pockets closed with YKK® zippers.

DEFENDER MK2 ULTRALIGHT SHIRT SHORT SLEEVE®
Defender Mk2 Ultralight Shirt is made of breathable and quick-drying Aero-Tech fabric, containing small holes 
in it's construction, will provide a great thermal comfort even in the hottest days. Fabric with mechanical 
stretch provides full freedom of movement. The overall cut of the shirt is the same as in our classic Defender 
Mk2 shirts. The shirt is buttoned with the subtly Helikon-Tex® branded buttons. On the chest there are two 
flapped pockets closed with hook&loop tapes. Under them, there are additional flat pockets closed with 
YKK® zippers.

WINDRUNNER WINDSHIRT®
A super lightweight and portable design, the Windrunner® can be packed into a survival bag or backpack 
for emergencies or even worn when you’re training or out for a morning jog. Crafted with wind-resistant 
nylon, the mesh armpit ventilation allows for maximum circulation to keep you cool but blocks out harsh 
winds or chills to keep your body warm without overheating. The large channel pocket also lets you tuck 
away a cap, gloves, or baklava for added cold-weather support, while the small pockets help keep a smart-
phone or keys neatly stored. 

PL-SMT-CD

PL-EVN-NL

KO-DTR-PS

KO-DUS-AP

KU-WDR-NL

OUTBACK LINE
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WOMEN'S WOLFHOUND HOODIE JACKET®
Identical to the standard Wolfhound hoodie but made to t the curves and style of a woman’s body, the 
Wolfhound women’s jacket offers a slim, comfortable t that keeps you warm and cozy while still looking 
your best. The best all-around hoodie for women who live active, outdoor lifestyles, never let cold weather 
keep you from getting out and enjoying an adventure. 

TRIP ROLL ORGANIZER
Trip Roll is a simple pouch that can easily hold your phone charger, cables, powerbank or even cosmetics, 
all well organized. Made of lightweight, yet durable fabric. Rollable, and secured with hook&loop. On the 
internal side, there are three, zippered mesh pockets and elastic loops. Three cord loops allow to hang the 
pouch for easier access to carried essentials. 

LEVEL 7 LIGHTWEIGHT WINTER JACKET
Level 7 Winter Jacket is an outer insulation layer for extreme cold weather. The Climashield® Apex™ insulation 
keeps user warm in any conditions, and dries quickly if wet. The outer nylon shell protects from wind and 
water while allowing breathing and protecting the insulation from getting damaged. Collar hides spacious 
hood, adjustable by drawstring accessible through chest pockets. The chest pockets are fleece-lined. Large 
pockets zippers allow access even while wearing heavy, thick gloves. The Level 7 Jacket is easily compressed, 
without loosing any of its insulation properties. 

WOLFHOUND HOODIE JACKET®
Lightweight insulated jacket with integral hood based on our Wolfhound jacket. Perfect as an outer layer in 
cold day or as additional integral warmer under the rainproof jacket. Padded with 67g/m2 ClimashieldTM 
Apex® that keeps you warm even when fully wet. Cuffs, hood and bottom of the jacket are finished with 
elastic binding tape. Profiled and adjustable hood has additional soft visor. The jacket has four zippered 
pockets – three external and one internal. Armpits are made of VersaStretch® fabric for enhanced comfort. 

KU-WWH-NL

KU-L70-NL

MO-TRO-NL

KU-WLH-NL
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Medical Line products come in dif-
ferent shapes and sizes – from basic 
pocket inserts to a vehicle med kit bag 
solution. The layout and proposed 
contents of each med kit are based on 
consultations by professionals, and our 
intent is to make these kits to supple-
mental all other Helikon-Tex® Lines.
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AUTOMOTIVE MED KIT POUCH®
Automotive Med Kit® was designed as the main vehicular first aid kit. Its compact, flat form allows it to be fit 
under the seats, in side door or seat pockets, while lack of sharp edges prevents snagging. The Automotive 
Med Kit® is fit for shooting range training session medical support. The med kit fits ideally in the Helikon-Tex® 
Range Line Rangemaster® gear bag side pocket. Compatible with Versatile Insert System®.

MODULAR INDIVIDUAL MED KIT POUCH®
Time and rescuer's safety are what counts in first aid. Our Modular Individual Med Kit® combines a bespoke 
pouch and our Universal Med Insert. The Insert opens to the sides, providing instant access to the contents 
segregated at user's discretion. Combined they allow to set the basic first aid kit in a deliberate, optimal 
layout – from gloves to gauze, to bandages, to disinfectant and trauma shears. 

MINI MED KIT®
Mini Med Kit® is a simple pouch containing two zippered mesh pockets. The kit was design to contain the 
everyday medical essentials. The Mini Med Kit® is so small, that everybody would carry it at his belt for a day 
and won't even notice, and so simple to use, that even children can take it with them to school.

MICRO MED KIT®
The smallest of our medical inserts holds bare essentials, like examination gloves and plasters, plus a simplest 
resuscitation mask. Rubber-covered handle assists in drawing it from the pouch or pocket, while reflective 
paramedic cross provides easy identification amongst other kit.

MO-M07-CD

MO-M02-CD

MO-M05-NL

MO-M06-NL

MEDICAL LINE
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UNIVERSAL MED INSERT®
Universal Med Insert® allows to set the basic first aid kit in a deliberate, optimal layout – from gloves to gauze, 
to bandages, to disinfectant and scissors. The Insert opens to the sides, providing instant access to the contents 
segregated according to user's discretion. Segments of the insert can be easily closed with hooks&loops and 
open with deliberately placed opening loops. On opening the rescuer has access to whole of the med kit.

POCKET MED INSERT®
Pocket Med Insert® is a small, lightweight and flat first aid kit that fits inside pants pocket. It would take basic 
items, like gloves, ICE Card, resuscitation mask, plasters and dressings,  saline bottle or small trauma shears.

MO-M03-PO

MO-M04-CD
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We have created a whole system of 
practical inserts that allow you to carry 
various items - from pistols and am-
munition to medical supplies and EDC 
gear. Just choose the insert suitable to 
your needs and connect it with one 
of our backpacks, bags or waist packs. 
Easily attachable and detachable, they 
will simplify everyday tasks and per-
sonalize your equipment.
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           INVERTED PISTOL HOLDER INSERT®
DESIGN:
INVERTED PISTOL HOLDER INSERT® is a lightweight, universal in-
sert for secure carry of most full-sized pistols, even in an inverted 
position. The handgun is secured with an elastic, non-slip puller. 
The Insert is fully compatible with many other Versatile Insert 
System items. Made especially for our backpacks like EDC Sling® 
pack or DOWNTOWN® backpack. 
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BMA BELT MOLLE ADAPTER 2®
Belt MOLLE Adapter 2® has two rows of PALS in two columns. The adapter is quick-detachable from the belt. 
Allows any MOLLE/PALS pouches to be attached to a belt (up to 45mm wide).

DOCUMENT CASE INSERT®
Document Case is a medium sized insert, compatible with Versatile Insert System® (VIS). The attachment 
panel can be covered (when covered it won't catch on other Velcro panels). Three open pockets and one 
zippered inside.

EDC INSERT LARGE®
The EDC Insert as name implies serves as an organizer for all the every day carry essentials. These are usually 
a knife, a light, first aid gloves, a pain-killer, something to write with, energy bar and similar items. No matter 
what the user deems essential to his or her EDC, our organizer would keep that neatly in place, ready to grab. 
Thanks to our stowable velcro mounting panel, the insert can be integrated with our Versatile Insert System®, 
making it compatible with our bags, backpacks, belt rigs  & or use as stand alone, without interfering with 
other items. Also available in smaller size.

ORGANIZER INSERT MEDIUM®
Organizer Insert Medium® is a smaller version of the universal insert fitting all products having a Velcro panel 
compatible with Versatile Insert System®. It has three pockets and three elastic ribbon loops.

IN-BM2-CD

IN-DCC-CD

IN-EDL-CD

IN-OGM-CD

VERSATILE INSERT SYSTEM®
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MOLLE ADAPTER INSERT 2®
One of the most universal inserts of our extended Versatile Insert System®-compatible offer. Molle Adapter 
Insert 2® has two rows of PALS ribbons, set in two columns. It can be used with many models of backpacks, 
bags and side packs of the Urban, Range or Bushcraft lines.

PENCIL CASE INSERT®
Ever since school we are sometimes painfully aware that office stuff – writ large – and especially the writing 
instruments, such as pencils, pens and markers are the most used every day carry items. That's why we have 
designed the Pencil Case – an insert serving as one. Thanks to a velcro mounting panel it can be integrated 
with every bag or backpack sporting the Versatile Insert System, and with hook&loop covered with an in-
cluded cover, it can serve as standalone item. Items are held by elastic loops, small pieces can also be held 
in a small zippered mesh pocket.

IN-MA2-CD

IN-PCC-CD
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Stand out!
We all like to not only stand out, but 
also share our interests with others. 
Our Morale Line allows you to find your 
style and personalize your clothes and 
gear. It brings a little bit of fun and hu-
mor to everyday life.
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           TRUCKER LOGO CAP
DESIGN:
A true throwback, this trucker cap is as authentically American 
as ketchup on a hamburger. Designed with a breathable mesh 
backing, moldable brim, and versatile colors and designs to fit 
your personal style, it’s the perfect ball cap for hot summer days, 
shooting at the range, or just cruising around town. And you don’t 
even have to be a real trucker.
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           PATCHES
DESIGN:
Part of being a survivalist is being unique, especially when it comes 
to personalizing your gear. That’s why we offer a huge selection 
of custom patches for your backpacks, waist packs, jacket sleeves, 
hats, shoulder bags, and more. Crafted with heavy-duty PVC, these 
durable and highly-detailed patches are made for adding style 
to your outdoor life. 
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           T-SHIRT
DESIGN:
While there’s tons of gear that supports your everyday survivalists 
needs, nothing provides more comfort and versatility than a great 
T-shirt. That’s why we offer a wide range of Bushcraft T-shirts in 
a variety of colors, styles, patterns, and designs, all based around 
shooting, hunting, survival, and living your best outdoor life.
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Helikon-Tex Ltd.
Zachodnia 9, Błonie

55-330 Miękinia
Poland

+48 784 435 534
shop@helikon-tex.com

SHOP ONLINE OR LOCATE DEALER:
WWW.HELIKON-TEX.COM 


